VHF Handheld Radio
The IC-M24 is Icom’s 3rd-generation floating
radio. It is nearly 1⁄3 smaller than the original
M34, and it sports a bright red LED that flashes if the radio is dropped in water, even if it is
turned off. Carried in a PFD pocket, the light
will go on if you capsize, but will turn off
when you’re upright. The compact 3.7V, 1500
mAh Lithium-Ion battery pack reduces the
radio’s overall size and weight yet delivers a
full 5 watts of transmit power and up to 10
hours of operating time. The 600mW of audio
output makes the M24 easy to hear, even in
stormy conditions. It also has favorite
channel selection, dual/tri watch, onetouch “Tag” scanning, a 4-step battery
life indicator, and an AquaQuake
feature, which uses low-frequency
sound waves to clear water from the
speaker grille. A 3-year waterproof
warranty is included.
IC-M24 Marine VHF Handheld
Suggested retail price is $290.00
(a minimum advertised price
is set at $179.00)
Icom America, Inc.
(see website for dealers)
800-426-7983
www.icomamerica.com

PRODUCTS
Outdoor Kettle Stove
This outdoor kettle is used to quickly boil water in a compact form
using eco-friendly fuel (i.e., beach wood). Built of aluminum,
it’s 7 inches tall, and 3.75 inches in diameter: it has a 1-pint
capacity. Full boil in
6 to 10 minutes. Used
by sea kayakers where
weight, size, and function are critical. Water
tight for transport.
(Made in the UK.)
mKettle $82.00
Ultra Light Kettle
Company
503-468-4160
info@mKettle.com
www.mKettle.com

Gear Mount
The Radpole is a rigid gear mount capable of hosting camera and video equipment, a night navigation light, device cradles, a GPS unit,
a fishfinder and state-of-the-art fishing rod holders. Constucted of powder-coated aluminum components with brass and stainless steel
fittings and EPDM rubber bushings the Radpole has two ball-and-socket couplers that allow the arm and mount to swivel.
The “Expedition Kit” includes the 31” Radpole mount; a bright
white LED navigation light; a powder-coated aluminum camera
mount; and a high-strength composite video camera mount.
Installed on the aft of a kayak, the Radpole light exceeds U.S.
Coast Guard, Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) and inland waterways
visibility regulations for navigation lighting.
Radpole Multi-purpose Gear Mount
(Expedition Kit) $159.95
Kayalu
617-338-2222
mail@kayalu.com
www.kayalu.com
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